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“Enamored Risks” is a multiplayer tower defense game set within a fantasy world. You can play solo or with your friends either online or as part of a split-screen online game. PRIMARY FEATURES ~ Fast paced gameplay that mirrors Tower Defense conventions ~ Fully customizable, like the real world ~ Easy to pick up and play, yet featuring depth and complexity ~ Real Time Strategy, Multiplayer Tower Defense ~ Short, bite sized levels ~ Single Player
or Multiplayer ~ Creepy and scary game ~ Can be played as a board game ABOUT THE RELEASE ENVIRONMENT ENAMORED RISKS is a game that is currently in production, but is not yet released. It is planned to release sometime in Q4 2017 and will be available on both the Steam gaming platform and on iOS and Android. Will be releasing updates to the game in between the end of 2017 and the start of 2018, so be sure to keep a close eye on the
game’s official channels for the latest on our progress! Sorry for the late reply, but we've had a lot of things going on and I've been pretty busy as well. My apologies As for everything else you ask, I wish I could tell you exactly what each and every mob type is, but unfortunately I can't, as it has a lot to do with the very specifics of the gamemode. I do hope you'll still follow us, though! If you have any ideas or questions, feel free to ask. If you have any
questions about the logistics of running such an event, do feel free to DM me on Discord or write a message to Andreas-Kai - He has been taking care of a lot of the logistical problems here I'm in. I was getting tired of reading through old threads. I'll be casting my vote and talking about the game on the weekly devlog for the next few weeks (which I assume will be two weeks) so I'd rather leave my vote here. Of course, you can come up with a hashtag and
use that as well. I'd prefer a label this time, just in case people don't see the relevant development threads. I can go down one path, or go down two. If I take the one path, I will do better, the 100 golden love spoons. If I go down the second path, I will gain the 10,000 golden love
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